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PREFACE

hi preparing the text oi Nydyakidisa for the press the following
manuscripts have been collated.

1. R. No. 3290. Paper. Grantha

script. 12 Vadas

2. It. No. 4910. Devanagari script.

Government Oriental Manus-

cripts Library, Madras.
12 Vadas

3. 36 A. 4. Grantha script pp. 368 Manuscripts Library, Adyar.

4. A. 355. Telugu script, pp. 75.

8 Vadas only 1

5. 3727 Grantha script pp. 107.
Mysore Manuscripts Library.

8 Vadas only )

0. A palm-leaf MS. in Grantha script kindly supplied to us by
Mr. D. T. Talachariar, Principal, Sii Venkateswara Sanskrit

College, Tirupati.

7. A MS. in Telugu script obtained from Nellore.

8. A transcript made for the use of His Holiness Paramahamsa
Parlvrajaka Srinivasa IVlaha Desika.

Suggestions for iilJmg up the many lacunae in the text have been
made in square brackets ; and suggestions of better readings have been

given in round brackets.

liis Holiness Paramuharnsu Parivrajaka Rangaramanuja swami,
Tarkarnava 1 . Viraraghavaehariar, i'rolessor of Nyaya, Sri Venkates-

wara Sanskrit College, Tirupati, Paaditaraja D. T. Tatachariar, M.O.L.,

Principal, Sn Venkateswara Sanskrit College and Mr. T. E. Viraragava-

chariar, Proie.ssur, liajuh's College of Sanskrit and Tamil Studies, Tri-

vadi have throughout taken a very kindly interest in this work and

helped us in ammfokl ways. To them we express our deepest sense of

gratitude. We* ackuu\,vk*dge al.su the very great debt we owe to Maha-

muhupadhyaya Proicssor S. Kuppuswami Sastriar, M.A., I.E.S. (Ketd),

for the facilities he gave us fur coiibultiag the manuscripts lodged in the

Government Oriental MaauscripU-. Library, Madras, for the helpful

suggestions Kivt'n \u us from lime to time and for his kindness in writing

a Foreword to this book, Our sincere thanks are due to Professors

M. R, Rnjatfopala Aiyan^ar, M.A., L.T., and K. R, Applacliariar,

M.A.,L/r., for having read the Introduction and made valuable sugges-

N.-i
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are due also to Dr, B, I Narayanaswami

itor of the Annamalai University
Research Journal for the

he evinced in the publication of this treatise in the

Journal

ffe cannot adequately thank the Rt, Hon'He V, S, Srinivasa Sastriar,

RC, CI, LLD, Vice-Chancellor of the Annamalai University, for the

kind
permission

he gave us for
editing this work

if, E. R,

K.S,



FOREWORD

BY

Mahamahopadhyaya Vidyavacaspati

PROF. S. KUPPUSWAMI SASTRIAR, M.A., I.E.S. (RETIRED).

The Nydyakidisa is a rare, authoritative and scholarly handbook of

the Visistadvaita school of Vedanta. Its author, Sri Atreya Ramanuja,
otherwise known as Vadihamsambuvaha, was the maternal uncle and

teacher of Sri Vedanta Desika, who flourished in the last quarter of the

thirteenth century and the first half of the fourteenth century A.D.

If Bhagavad Ramanuja is the leading exponent of the Visistadvaita

doctrine and the great Bhasyakara of the Vedanta-darsana in the

Visistadvaita setting and if the credit of preparing his way belongs to

Bhagavad Yamunacarya, it may be said that, in a closely similar manner,

Sri Vedanta Desika stands out as the greatest champion of Visistadvaita

polemics and Sri Desika's mainstay in his polemics is the unfailing

Lightning-shaft of dialectic, which his elder contemporary and teacher,

Sri Atreya Ramanuja, has provided in the Nydyakulisa.

Any systematic study of Vedantic thought would be impossible

without a comparative study of at least the three chief schools of Vedanta

Advaita, Visistadvaita and Dvaita. The Nydyakulisa is very useful

for this purpose. This treatise discusses the chief tenets of the Visista-

dvaita school under thirteen dialectic heads, in a polemical style* The

incisive logic of the author's criticisms, particularly where he deals with

the views of the Advaita school, is admirable and compels a very

respectful consideration.

This important and valuable treatise was hitherto known only

through a few manuscripts here and there. The credit of bringing out

a reliable and carefully prepared edition of this rare Visistadvaita

manual, for the first time, belongs to my learned colleagues Pandit K.

Srinivasachariar of the Sanskrit Department and Professor R. Ramanuja-

chariar of the Philosophy Department, Annamalai University ;
and

the world of scholars and all interested in Indian culture ought to feel

grateful to the learned editors for the substantial contribution they have

made to the study and appreciation of the Vedanta, by bringing out a

good edition of this important work, the Nydyakulisa. The lucid

summaries in English and Sanskrit, which the editors have prepared with

great care and prefixed to the text of the work, will considerably enhance

the usefulness of this publication.

AnnamaMnagar, g KOTPTOWAMI SASTHI .





INTRODUCTION

Nyfiyafadisa occupies a prominent place in the development of

Visistadvaita philosophy after Ramanuja. Its author, Atreya Ramanuja,

was the guru and the maternal uncle of the famous Vedanta Desika

(12684369) . He was the fifth in the succession of illustrious Visistadvaitic

teacher's (guruparampard) commencing from Bhagavad Ramanuja,
the author of Sri BJidsya. It is noteivorthy that, in the apostolic succes-

sion, the great Ramanuja was followed by three members of the family

to which Atreya Ramanuja belonged, namely, his great-grandfather, his

grandfather and his own father. Thus Atreya Ramanuja and his lineal

ancestors enjoyed the proud privilege of being the accredited exponents
of Visistadvaitic thought to the four successive generations that followed

Bhagavad Ramanuja. Some of the most eminent thinkers and men
of lei tors of later days were also scions of this illustrious stock. The

celebrated Gopala Deika of Kumbakonam and the poet Venkatadhvarin

may be cited as examples. Among the chief contributions of the former

to philosophic thought the most important are Sardsvddirii, a brilliant

commonlary on Rctliasya-traya-ftdra, a classic exposition of Visistadvaitism,

and Niksopacintdmani. Sri Gopala Desika had the unique distinction of

being the preceptor of three sannydsins. Venkatadhvarin, the author of

the justly famous Vtsvagunddarsa, so original in its conception and

execution, was a prolific writer. Mirnamsd-makaranda, Vidhitraya-

paritrdna, Sravandnanda, Laksmisaliasra an&Uttara-campu are among
his compositions.

The materials for writing Atreya Ramanuja's biography are dis-

nnpomlingly scanty. It is, however, learnt on reliable authority that he

was born at Conjivaram in the year 1220 A.D. (Kali era 4322
;
month

of Citra in the year Vikrama) . At the close of each chapter of Nydya-
kulisa he mentions himself as the son of Padmanabharya. His father

must also have been known as Ranga Ramanuja, as is evident from the

traditional account.

eaitrarclrasambhavarn kancyam Rangarajagurossutam |

supratisthamsamatreyam Ramanujagurum bhaje | |

His great-grandfather, Pranafartiharacarya, also called Kadambi

Acchan, was an able exponent of Visistadvaita philosophy. So great were

Pra$atartiharacarya's scholarship and his powers of argument and

exposition that he was named *

Vedantodayana
'

(the Udayana of

Vedantic thought) . He was the most trusted and loyal disciple of Sri

Ramanuja, the author of Sri Bhdsya. Finding that his enemies were
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secretly plotting to poison Ramanuja, Gosthipurna, one of his five great

acaryas, was casting about for a devoted and trustworthy disciple who
could be safely entrusted with the duty o'f protecting Ramanuja's person,

and at last found the man he sought for in Pranatartiharacarya and

appointed him as the guardian of Ramanuja's person. He assigned to

him the responsible duty of preparing food for Ramanuja. Hence
?
he

came to be known as Mahanasacarya.

From his father, Atreya Ramanuja learnt the inner significance of

the mantras held sacred by the Vaisnavites, The eminent Vatsya
Varadaguru, otherwise known as Nadadur Animal, taught him the Sn
Bhdsya and other Vedantic works. Atreya Ramanuja was a bold and
original thinker. In recognition of his remarkable skill in dialectics, the
title

'

Vadihamsambuvaha *

was conferred upon him.

Tradition, as preserved by his descendants, speaks of him as the
author of three books. But of these Nydyakulisa alone is now in

existence, the others having been irretrievably lost. It 5s a matter for
great regret that even the names of these books have been forgotten.
In his Tatparya-Candrika the famous gloss on Ramanuja's Gltd-BJul^/a,
Vedanta Desika quotes, in the course of his comments on verses 14-15
of Chapter XVTII, Acarya Vadihamsambuvaha as saying :

Vaisamye sati karmanamavisamah kim nama kuryat krti

kimvodarataya dadita Varado vanchanti cet durgatim f

Evidently this is a quotation from one of the missing books Jud-
ging from this fragment, one is led to believe that the work from which
this has been extracted was, in all probability, a religious lyric (stotra)in praise of the Lord.

His

of his

PreCept r and expresscs ^s deep
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ficance of the pranava he would ask his pupils to remember the oft-

quoted verse from the Rdmdyana

Agratah prayayau Ramassltamadhye sumadhyama
|

Prsthatastu dhanuspamh Laksmanonujagama ha
||

First went forth Rama
; Sita, with her delicate waist, in the middle ;

Laksmana, bow in hand, brought up the rear. The three letters of the

pranava, 3f
5 13^ ^ respectively stand for the Lord, His consort and the

individual soul.

The author of the Gild declares that he who shrinks away from God

thinking that He, by His infinite perfections, is far above finite souls is

the worst of men (narddhama) . Atreya Ramanuja was likewise con-

vinced that we should approach the Lord in the spirit of the gopis of old

who entertained no doubts about His accessibility. He used also to ex-

press his agreement with the passage in the Giia which condemns faint-

heartedness on the part of the devotee.

Nydyakulisa (the lightning-shaft of reason) is written in stiff

prose interspersed with verse. It is frequently referred to, and cited as

an authority, by Vedanta Desika in his Nydya-siddhdnjana, Nydya-

parisuddhi, Tattva-mukld-kaldpa and other works. It consists of thirteen

vadas and establishes, for the most part, doctrines acceptable to all schools

of Vedantic thought. Siddhdrtha-vyutpatti-samarthana-vdda, Svatah-

prdtndnya-vdda., Svayamprakdsa-vdda,> Isvardnumdna-bhanga-vdda., De-

Jidtiriktdtma-ydlhdtmya-vdda, Sat-kdrya-vdda and akti-vdda are in sup-

port of doctrines shared in common by all schools of Vedanta. It is only

in a few chapters that he crosses swords with Advaitins and Bhedabheda-

vadins in seeking to establish views peculiar to the Visistadvaitins.

Khydti-nirupana-vdda and Sdmdnddhikaranya-laksana-vdda carry on the

controversy with the Advaitins and Bhedabhedavadins.

Since his style of exposition and argument is extremely terse and is

loaded with the technical terms of Sanskrit logic, NydyakuliscL may

appear obscure to readers who have not made a special study of Indian

logic. A summary is, therefore, given here of the main contentions of

the author, and of the arguments which he cites in their support.

ARGUMENT

1, Siddhdrtha~vyutpatti~samarthana-vdda,

From the point of view of any school of Vedanta the most important

problem is perhaps the question whether the upanisadic texts which

speak of what exists as a fact (siddhdrtha) , Brahman or Atman, are

authoritative or not. If, as the Prabhakara school of Mlmamsa maintains,
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something to be done (kdrya) is the ultimate significance of every pro-

position, the Veda must have such a thing (karya) or an action for its

final import. The entire body of the' upanisadic texts dealing with

Brahman or Atman would lose all validity, and the ground would be cut

from under the feet of the Vedantin. Hence, the first chapter addresses

itself to the task of refuting the Prabhakara view.

The Prabhakaras maintain that each word denotes not, as it is com-

monly supposed, the thing standing by itself, but always the thing as

related in some manner to action. And the proposition which is merely

a group of such words must, if it is to be intelligible at all, refer to some

action. The aim of the proposition is not to communicate an idea, but

to convey a command or injunction directly leading to the accomplish-

ment of something. Those who believe that words do also denote existent

entities must say that in the child's presence the father, mother, teacher

or other elderly person points with the finger to different objects in the

environment and at the same time also utters their respective names ;
the

observant child learns in course of time that these words of themselves

denote the several objects in the environment and that the application

of such and such words to such and such things is based on the denotative

power of words and that the meanings of words do not include a reference

to actions. But this view, say the Prabhakaras, is not tenable. Of the three

factors involved here (i) the uttering of a name, (ii) the action o

pointing with the finger, and (iii) the meaning conveyed it has to be

considered whether the sound uttered must be included, along with the

significance conveyed, in what is to be taught (bodhya) or whether it

is to be classed, along with the act of pointing, in that which teaches (the

bodhaka) . As it is accepted by both the parties that pointing with the

finger is the instrument for denoting existing things, it is needless to

regard sabda'also as an instrument (bodhaka) serving the self-same pur-
pose. It would appear from this that sabda does not convey any signi-
ficance. Hence, in respect of existent things (siddhdrtha) , sabda is not
authoritative.

Again, the view that each word denotes an existing entity comes into
conflict with the doctrine which we have accepted already, namely, that

every word conveys a significance related to that of the other words in
the sentence. For example, in the proposition

'

Lift the table ', table
'

does not denote the bare table as such, but the table associated with the
act of lifting, and '

lift
'

does not refer merely to lifting in general, but
to lifting as related to the table.

It is observed that a child gets to know the meanings of individual
words by comparing and contrasting commands like

'

Fetch the cow *
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(gam anaya), 'fetch the horse' (asvam anaya) and 'tie up the cow'
(gam badhana) and so forth which elderly persons use in daily inter-

course. Since this is the natural process of learning a language the mean-
ing of every word comes to be associated in the child's mind with some
action or other. It follows, therefore, that every word has the power to

signify an action, but never the mere capacity to signify existent things.

As against this view the author urges that it is not without a purpose
that when an elderly person tries to teach the young the significance of

words he both points to objects and utters their names. It is only when
the object denoted by the word, rather than the utterance of the word
itself, is considered as the bodhya (what is made known), entering upon
any activity in regard to that object or refraining therefrom would be

possible. Therefore, sabda cannot legitimately be treated as the bodhya ;

it can only be regarded as the bodhaka. While the act of pointing with
the finger will quite suffice for awakening a knowledge of the object, the

Titterancc of the word is not altogether superfluous. It serves to fix the

matter durably in the mind; just as the use of different synonyms helps
to din the idea into the mind of the pupil.

There is no truth in the charge that the belief that words denote

matters of fact comes into conflict with the doctrine of anvitdbhidhfina

(i.e. the view that any word in a sentence conveys something, not as an
isolated unit, but as closely bound up with that of other words in the

same sentence) . For what really happens is this : each word in a sen-

tence at first recalls to mind something. E.g., in the judgment
* Fetch

the cow *, the term t

fetch
'

recalls to mind some significance and cow '

revives some past impressions. Whether the revived elements fit into an

intelligible whole of meaning is next considered by taking note of factors,

such as yorjyatd (congruity), akanksa (the demand for a word or words
to complete the sense) and sannidhi (proximity) . It is only after the

syntatical, logical and phonetic connections of words have been taken

into account that each word in the sentence can be said to express a

meaning a meaning associated with what the other word has recalled.
*

Fetch/ for example, conveys a meaning associated with what ' cow ' has

recalled ; and ' cow '

denotes something related to what '

fetch
' has

revived .

A similar explanation holds good of assertive propositions also.

In the proposition
t

This cow is white/
c

this cow J

denotes something
related to the significance recalled by the term ' white '

; and the word
1

white
*

has a meaning closely bound up with what the term c cow ' has

recalled to mincl. Thus, in no case need we give up the doctrine of

anvitabhidliana.
N.-2
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2. Svatah-prdmdnya-vdda.

To prove that the Vedas are in *heir very nature (svatah) valid,

the author, in the manner of the Bhatta Mimamsakas, seeks to establish

in this chapter the doctrine known as svatah-prdmdnya-vdda (the self-

validity of knowledge) . In demonstrating this position the main con-

troversy is with the Naiyayikas who are advocates of paratah-prdmdnya-

vdda (the theory of validity from outside) .

The Naiyayika contends that both in respect of its origin (utpattau)

and in respect of discovery (jnaptau) validity is extrinsic, and not in-

trinsic, to the judgment. Taking the question of how knowledge
comes to be true or false (utpattu) it must be conceded, says

the Naiyayika, that validity or invalidity depends respectively

upon the honesty and competence of the speaker (vaktr-gwia) or his

ignorance, deceit and other defects (vaktr-dosa) . It is of the very
nature of knowledge to be revelatory of reality (arthaprakdsatva) ;

and this character of revealing the reality is a general feature

(sadharana-dharma) found in valid and invalid cognitions alike.

Validity and invalidity, however, are special features (visesct-dharmas)
met with in certain judgments alone. Though each of these may co-

exist with jnanatva, each is yet different from the latter. Hence it

follows that whether a given judgment is true or false depends entirely

upon circumstances other than those that account for the genesis of the

the judgment itself. The following analogy illustrates this position.
While vrksatva (tree-ness) is a wider generality present alike in the

simsapd, paldsa and other trees, simsapdtva and paldsatva are narrower

generalities present only in a limited area. Tree-ness may co-exist with

simsapatva. None the less, the two are considered distinct.

Coining to the question of how we become aware of truth and fal-

sity, in order to ascertain the validity of a judgment it is necessary to

take note of external considerations, such as awareness of (i) the

honesty and competence of the speaker (guna-jndna) , (ii) the con-
sensus of opinion (samvdda-jndna) and (iii) its capacity to lead to
fruitful actions (artha-kriyd-kdri) .

The Naiyayika goes on to point out that on the view that the very
factors which enable us to apprehend the knowledge itself must also
reveal its pramanya, there would be no possibility of doubt regarding
the validity of judgments.

He thinks that there is no danger of the authoritativeness of the
Vedas being sacrificed if the doctrine of self-validity is not accepted.
For on the doctrine of paratah-prdmdnya, invalidity must result from the
defects of the source. Since the omniscient Lord, the author of the Vedas
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possesses infinite perfections and can.have no defects of any kind, the

Vedas cannot be invalid. Therefore, in order to establish that the

vedic teaching is valid, it is needless to subscribe to svatah-prdmdnya-
vdda.

This may be expressed in syllogistic form as follows : Validity is

dependent upon circumstances other than the causes of knowledge ; for,

while being an effect, validity, like invalidity, is a particular mode of

knowledge .

The main point of the refutation is that jndnatva and pramanya are

not separate, but identical. Pramanya is merely the power of revealing
the thing as it really is. In other words, it consists in taking note of

the thing possessing qualifications (visesya) ,
the qualifications (vise-

sanas) ,
and the relation between these (sambandha) . Just as the power

to burn things is inherent in fire, even so pramanya belongs to the very
essence of jnana . It is present in true judgments as also in false ones

;

for even in the illusion
c idam rajatam

'

(this is silver) , so far as the

subjective element * idam '

is concerned there is pramanya.

Even if jnanatva and pramanya were different, it could not be

suggested on reasonable grounds that pramanya is a special feature

(visesa-dharma) like palasatva or simsapatva. For, just as a certain

bodily form or structure (samsthana) is present in all cows and serves

to manifest gotva, pramanya is present in knowledge and serves

to reveal jndnatva. Even when the form or structure of a particular

cow does not conform in every detail to the type, for the reason that the

given animal is hornless, blind or otherwise defective, the name ' cow '

is not denied to it. Similarly, in the case of the illusory cognition, even

in the absence of sambandha, the remaining two factors do suffice for

manifesting jnanatva. Just as a certain structure or form (samsthana)
which serves to reveal gotva is considered a general quality, even so

prdmdnya which helps to manifest jndnatva may quite well be a common
feature. But for pramanya, knowledge would cease to be knowledge.

Next it is shown that the analogy of
*

treeness
'

is not apposite. In

the sim&apfi tree there are two aspects (1) certain features common
to all trees indicative of vrksatva (treesness) and (2) certain features

peculiar to the Mmsapd tree revealing Simsapatva. But in the case of

jnana apart from the general feature, namely, prdmdnya which reveals

jnanatva, no special feature revealing pramlinya is met with. Therefore,

on the analogy of tree-ness and simsapatva which stand respectively for

wider and! narrower generalities, we cannot treat jnanatva and pramanya
as sddharana and vi&esa dharmas. Honce, in respeect of origin (utpatti) ,

besides the causes of knowledge no other factors are needed to account
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for pramanya. In a word, pramanya is inherent in the very nature of

knowledge.

Again, the truth of a judgment cannot be said to be discovered from

a knowledge of the merits (guna) of the speaker. When the knowledge

of an object arises in the self, the object comes to be endowed with an

illumination, known as jndnatva, prakdsa, or artha-prakdsa. Validity

is simply the power of jnana to produce this artha-prakdsa. From the

artha-prakdsa, the effect, its cause, namely, jnana is inferred. The in-

ference which reveals jnana must also make known its pramanya

(validity) . When the discovery of truth is said to be intrinsic (svatdli)

all that is meant is that the validity of knowledge is understood from the

very inference whereby knowledge itself is inferred, and that no addi-

tional factor is required therefor.

The charge that on svatah-prdmdnya-vdda there would be no room

for any doubt regarding pramanya (validity) in any circumstances is

met by saying that one may believe in self-validity and still entertain

doubts. Belief in self-validity does not obviate doubt. As long as there

is room for suspecting that there may be factors leading to aprdnidnya,

doubts are bound to arise even though there is belief in validity. To

illustrate the point. Even though it is well known that the seed has the

power to produce the sprout, one may yet entertain doubts about a

particular seed, for who knows it has not lost its power to germinate
on account of its proximity to fire. It is only when the person can bo

sure that the seed could not have been placed by the side of the fire

that he could give up this doubt. This doubt does not lead one to

abandon the general belief in the power of the seed to sprout.

Similarly, even when it is known that judgments are in their innate

nature valid, yet doubts concerning the validity of particular judgments
may arise, so long as the possibilities of their being invalid are not

ruled out. The existence of doubts does not necessarily lead to the

rejection of the belief that the discovery of validity is instrinsic

(svatah) .

In conclusion, it is shown that the argument advanced by the

opponent is liable to be charged with the fallacy of feetua-

siddhi. Prdmdnya, as indicated already, is a general feature and not a

special quality requiring a special cause.

3. Khydti-nirupana-vdda.

In this chapter the author repudiates the akhydti of the Prabhakara
Mimamsakas and the Anirvacanlya-khydti of the Advaitins and main-
tains the Anyathd-khydti of the Naiyayikas and Yathdrtha-khyati
advocated by the Visistadvaitins,
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The Prabhakaras contend that in. the erroneous cognition
* This is

silver
'

there is no sensory contact with silver.
*

This '

is a presented
fact

;
and silver

'

is a memory experience. There are thus two
elements (i) experience of present object and (ii) memory and

not a single psychosis as the Naiyayika supposes. But against this,

the Naiyayika urges that, if the representative element concerns silver

in the shop (dpanasta) ,
there could only be the judgment

* There is

silver in the shop
' and not "This object on the roadside is silver.' The

Prabhakara answer is that owing to certain defects (dosa) the real

location of silver is lost sight of. A person proceeds to pick the

object on the road side, not because he perceives the silver element

therein, but because he fails to notice the difference between
the memory of silver and the presented object.

The very existence of differences of opinion among rival thinkers

may be said to point to anyaiha-khyati. Take the two statements r.

" Sound (sabda) is eternal
*

and * Sound is non-eternal .

'

Since two

mutually contradictory qualities cannot reside in the self-same object,

the person who believes in the etei-nity of sound thinks that eternity is

present in sound, and that, consequently, his opponent has understood

the nature of sound differently from what it is. Similarly, the believer

in the perishability of sound thinks that
c

non-eternity
'

dwells in sound

and that, therefore, his opponent has misunderstood the nature of sound.

Hence the quarrel between the two. But on the Prabhakara view that

error is not a unit of knowledge but a composite of two jnanas, the

judgment
c sound Is eternal

' would consist of two items of jndna (i)

sabda and (ii) eternity ; and the judgment
c sound is non-eternal/

conveys knowledge of sound and also knowledge of non-eternity. In

either case, the judgment does not assert that eternity or non-eternity is

present in sound. And so long as this is not so, there is no room for

dispute.

A consideration of the way in which the subsequent judgment falsi-

fies the earlier but erroneous cognition would serve to show that in the

first cognition the mind must have understood the thing differently from

its real nature (anyathd) . The sublating cognition,
c

This is not silver ;

it is only shell
*

presupposes an oax'lier judgment
c

This is silver ', where

the silver element is erroneously synthesised with *
this '-

Further, so long as the silver element is not perceived in 'this*

that is, so long as the nature of the object on the roadside is not grasped

differently from what it is (anyatha) >
there will not arise the activity of

picking the object. On the Prabhakara account the activity of pick-

ing the object, as though it were silver, Is due merely to our failure to

notice the difference between the memory element (i.e. silver) and the
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perceived element (bheddgrahana) . If so, we must also react to it

as shell, because in it we do not perceive the difference from the shell.

Should it be said that the difference from the shell is perceived, clearly

there is anyathd-khydti or wrong synthesis.

Bhrdnti or illusory cognition is a particular mode of knowledge and

is a mistake of commission, and not one of omission. It is the mere fai-

lure to apprehend difference. If so, as there is non-apprehension of

difference in deep sleep, deep sleep would have to be treated as bhranti.

Hence, it follows that illusion involves anyafhd-khydtL

It is anyathd-khyati rather than akhydti that does justice to the

nature of experience. When a person realises his mistake, he is found

to confess
c

I mistook shell for silver
'

;
he is never found to say

"
I failed

to keep apart the memory of silver from the perceived object on the

road."

The advocates of anirvacamya-kTiydti assert that jfiana is the only

ultimate reality. Since it is quality-less, the character of apprehending

the object which is ordinarily ascribed to jndna cannot, strictly speaking,

be attributed to it. The objects apprehended are neither sat nor asat.

For, if they were unreal, they would not be perceived ;
and if they were

real, they would not be sublated. But they are perceived and later $ub-

lated. Hence, they are indescribable or anirvacamya. This pure con-

sciousness or jndna is no other than the substrate (asraya) of illegiti-

mate transference (adhyasa).

In refutation of anirvacaniya-kliydti it is first pointed out that as

knowledge is said to partake of the characters of being paroksa

(indirect), aparoksa (immediate), anubhava (experience), smrte

(memory) and so forth, jnana cannot be said to be nirdharmaka (with-
out qualities). Secondly, as objects of experience are known, they are

sat ; and as they are later contradicted, they are asat ; and they would
thus be both sat and asat and not sadasad-vilaksana or anirvacaniya,
Moreover, it cannot be said that jndna is merely the d$raya of illegiti-

mate transference (adhydsa) . On the contrary, it really points to an

object outside. It is the very nature of knowledge to point to really
existent things.

The doctrine of quintuplication (panci-karana) , according to which
all objects of the perceptible world contain all the five elements (Wiuias)
though in varying proportions, lends support to yathdrtha-khydti.
On this view, the object concerning which the illusory judgment

*
This is

silver
'

arises contains silver as also shell. The silver element is, how-
ever, very slight, the shell element predominating. It is the failure to
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note the slightness (alpatva) of the silver element and the preponder-
ance of the shell element that accounts for the illusion. The subsequent
judgment

"
This is not silver

"
arises when the dominance of the shell

element is realised, and it inhibits the activity which was prompted by
the failure to notice this dominance. The assertion that the erroneous

cognition
f

this is silver
'

disappears when the subsequent judgment
" This is shell

"
arises does not mean that the former judgment is aban-

doned ;
it only signifies that the activity prompted by the earlier cogni-

tion is arrested. Thus, all judgments reveal only what exist.

4. Svayamprakdsa-vdda.

The fourth chapter is devoted to the establishment of the doctrine

that jnana is self-luminous (svayamprakasa) . The ground is prepared
for this doctrine by the refutation of the views of Kumarila, Murari
Misra and the Naiyayikas in regard to this matter.

According to Kumarila jnana has the power to reveal other objects

excepting itself. It does not, however, mean that it is unknowable.

Though it cannot be grasped by the senses, it is inferred from the illu-

mination (prdkatya) which it generates in objects that are known.
Thus it is not self-luminous. This view is rather far-fetched. For ex-

plaining why vision apprehends only the colour of objects and not their

smell, oven though colour and smell are equally inherent in the objects
that arc seen, the aid of prdkatya (power of manifestation) is invoked.

It is said that the visual mechanism has a power in virtue of which the

knowledge it generates has the peculiar property of producing an illumi-

nation with regard to colour alone. A simpler explanation, says Murari

Misra, would be to recognise that visual knowledge has merely the power
to apprehend colours, and dispense with the notion of prdkatya. Even
after positing this mysterious prakatya for which there is no warrant, it

may bo asked why prdkatya is generated in regard to colour and not to

smell. The only possible answer would be that visual knowledge has
this special power of producing an illumination in colour alone. With
the denial of prakatya, the theory that knowledge is inferred therefrom

falls to the ground.

Nor can it be contended that knowledge is self-luminous. For if It

is self-luminous, it must illumine itself, just as it manifests other things ;

that is to say, it will bo its own object (visaya) . Since the object

(vi$aya) is considered the cause of perceptual knowledge, this line of

argument would load to the self-refuting position that knowledge is the

cause of itself. Therefore, it has to be concluded that jnana is grasped by
anuvyava^dya (reflection upon experience). This reflection is of the

form *

I know the pot *.
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The view defended by the author is that jnana is like the lamp which

dispels darkness and reveals objects and does not require for its own

manifestation another lamp. Similarly, by its conjunction with objects,

jnana reveals objects ; but in regard to its own manifestation, jnana does

not require another jnana. The objection that, since jnana is a quality,

it cannot come into conjunction with objects is not valid ; for, as it is

said to be subject to expansion and contraction, jnana must be treated

as a substance. When jnana is said to be self-luminous what is really

meant is that jnana, unlike other objects, does not require for its own

manifestation conjunction with another jnana. This may be expressed

in syllogistic form. This jnana does not require for its manifestation any-

thing other than itself ; for, like the lamp, it manifests objects.

5. Isvardnumdna-bhanga-vdda.

Unless the view that God is inferred (dnumdnika) is abandoned the

scriptures would lose their authority. On the well-known principle that

the sastras are valid only with regard to matters lying beyond the scope

of the other pramanas (aprapte sastram arthavat), if God is known

through inference, then, in respect of God, the scriptures are futile. It

is not helpful to point out that, while reason establishes only the existence

of God, the scriptures are necessary for giving information about those

who attend upon him (parijana) ,
his dwelling place and so on. For

the scriptures would then be dependent upon reason and cannot contra-

dict its verdict. It is only after the existence of God has been establish-

ed by reason that one may proceed to inquire into His attendants, abode

etc., from the study of the scriptures. When reason tells us that God is

endowed with infinite perfections, how can the scriptures convey the

opposite teaching that his attendants, abode and so on add to his glory ?

Nor is it possible to obviate this difficulty by saying that while God's

existence is inferred from reason, His being the material cause of the

world is learnt only from the scriptures and that, in this sense, the

scriptures are not robbed of their usefulness. For if so, He must act

as the material cause of the world either by being endowed with a body
or by remaining without one ; and either alternative would lead to an
unwelcome result. On the former alternative, He would become a
samsdrin

; on the latter, the view accepted by us, namely, that God is the

material cause only through His body, would have to be abandoned.

Thus, so long as it is not admitted that the scriptures teach the existence
of God, they cannot be assigned an intelligible purpose. To establish

their prime usefulness it is necessary to demolish the view that God is

dnumdnika.

The main argument by which the Naiyayika attempts to prove
God's existence is the following: Like the jar, earth and other objects
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are effects ; because they point to an agent. As the finite soul is incapa-
ble of producing them, this agent must be a competent maker, that is,

God. That these objects are effects is vouched for '"both by perception
and by inference. The argument takes the following form : Earth and the

like are effects ; for, like the jar, they possess parts. Against this argu-
ment it may be urged that the relation between '

being an effect
' and

'

pointing to an agent
'

is far from being universal and that it is really de-

pendent upon the accidental feature (upddhi), namely, sakyakriyatua

(capacity for being produced), and that consequently the argument is

liable to be charged with vydpyatvdsiddha.

But this objection is valueless, because sakyakriyatvay though not

perceptible, is yet inferred to exist wherever the sadhana,
'

being an

effect,' is present. Therefore, the argument is free from the charge of

vydpyatvdsiddha.

The futility of the argument advanced by the Naiyayika is exposed
by showing that when he argues that earth and other objects point to an

agent, he must mean by
'

agent
'

either the bare self as such or the

self endowed with volition (yatna) alone or the seU endowed with a

volition which is associated with auxiliary causes, such as, knowledge
and power. On the first alternative, his argument becomes vitiated by
the defect of bddha, in as much as it would only establish that the cause

of the world is a self devoid of volition and other qualities and not an

Omnipotent Lord. A further defect of the argument is that the sddhya
is not present in the illustrative example cited. The second alternative

fares no better ;
for on this view the self is the cause of the world either

in virtue of its bare volition or through the outward activities in which

the volition expresses itself. If the former is correct, there is the old diffi-

culty of the sddhya not being present in the illustrative examples adduc-

ed. The mere volition of the potter, for example, would not suffice for

the production of the jar. If the latter view is advocated, the Naiyayika
would be guilty of contradicting his theory that the tendency of fire to

proceed upwards or that of wind to blow side-ways is all due to adrsta,

and not to any volition and its expression in outward act. Even if it be

conceded for the sake of argument that a self endowed with such a voli-

tion as expresses itself in outward activity is the cause of the world all

that the argument could prove is that the maker of the cosmos is an

intelligent person and not that he is omniscient. Volition could only

indicate that its possessor is endowed with intelligence ;
it need not point

to omniscience. Should it be said that since volition takes different forms

according to the effects intended to be produced, and is dependent on the

knowledge of the particular thing to be produced and that, in the case of

the creation of the world, its maker should be all knowing, it is replied

that volition need not depend upon knowledge. Take for example, the

N.-3
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case of deep sleep ;
here the^ effort to live is not dependent upon any

knowledge. The third alternative is equally faulty. There is no point

in saying that the maker of the world is a self endowed with volition

found along with knowledge, power and so on which are auxiliary

thereto ; because, as pointed out already, volition is not necessarily de-

pendent upon knowledge. If it be said that, as volition exists along

with knowledge, knowledge is inferred from volition, it is replied that

by parity of reasoning one should infer the existence of a body, sines

volition is associated with the presence of a body.

Not only this
;
there are arguments proving an opposite conclusion.

Eg., if earth and other objects point to an agent at all, that agent must

be an embodied person, an individual possessing knowledge which is non-

eternal and an ordinary person like any one of us, and not possessed of

ommiscience.

6. Dehadyatiriktatma-ydthatmya-vada

That the soul is an entity different from the body, senses, mind

(manas) ,
vital breath (prana) and intellect (buddhi) ,

that it is distinct

from the Supreme Soul, that each soul is distinct from every other soul,

that it is an agent (karta) ,
a knower and the object of self-consciousness

(aham-pratyaya) is the teaching of this chapter. As a preliminary to

the establishment of this thesis, the Carvaka and the Advaitic concep-

tions of the soul are subjected to a rigorous examination.

The Carvaka accepts the view that the soul is the object of self-con-

sciousness (aham-pratyaya) ,
but draws therefrom the conclusion that the

soul is identical with the body ;
for there arises the cognition

'

I am a

man ','! ama deva
'

and so on. The soul is not to be identified with the

senses
;
for no one ever gets the cognition

'

I am the nose ', or
i

I am the

ear '* Nor is it to be equated with the mind (manas) ;
for the mind, being

an instrument of knowledge, cannot also be its agent (karta) * The soul

is not the vital breath (prana) either
;
for when vital breath continues to

be active even when the body is at rest, there arises the cognition
4

1 am
wholly inactive '. It is equally impossible to equate the soul with con-

sciousness (buddhi) ; for, since jnana comes from the root jna (to know) ,

it refers to something to be accomplished and not to the soul which is an
existent entity (siddhdrta) . Thus by a process of elimination also

it is shown that the soul is no other than the body. It may be asked :

Does not the cognition
'

This is my body
*

mark off the soul from the

body ? The Carvaka replies that this difficulty is not peculiar to him,
but that the cognition

c

This is my self
'

creates a similar difficulty for his

opponents also
; and that the escape open to them, namely the device of

understanding this proposition in a figurative sense, is open to him too.
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Though the elements (bliutas) ,which compose the body are

severally insentient, consciousness, the Carvaka argues, may still emerge
from their peculiar concatenation. It may be likened to the emergence
of the intoxicating quality from the mingling of certain ingredients which

separately do not possess it. As infancy, youth, manhood and so on
are merely different states of the self-same body, there is nothing im-

proper in a person in middle age remembering what he experienced in

infancy and youth.

The Advaitins assert that the soul is an inner (pratyalc) principle
distinct from the body and that it is not to be confounded with the

knower. To say that the soul is pratyak is to assert that it is self-lumi-

nous. As knowledge alone is self-luminous, the soul must be identified

with cit (consciousness). If the soul is described as a knower, it would
be the possessor of knowledge. In other words, it would be different

from jnana. If so, the soul would become external (parak) ;
for what-

ever is different from jnana is paraJc.

Some of the outstanding difficulties in the way of the Carvaka

doctrine are the following. On the view which identifies the soul with

the body, either the body is an aggregate of parts or it is something addi-

tional to the parts that enter into its composition. In any case, conscious-

ness must be admitted to reside in the parts ; because it is well-known that

the special qualities of the whole (avayavi) are dependent on those of

the parts (avayava) ; and because there could be no consciousness in the

aggregate when the parts composing it are devoid of consciousness. But

the parts do not possess it ; for, if they did, they would be equated with

the self and there would arise cognitions such as
'

I am the foot/
'

I am
the hand '. Judgments such as

i

I feel pain in the eye ',

'

I have a com-

fortable feeling in the head '

cannot be said to indicate the presence of

consciousness in the bodily parts ; for they only show that the self ex-

periences pleasure or pain in the regions mentioned. Further, if some

part of iho body alone possessed consciousness, with the loss of that

organ, consciousness would be altogether lost. If each of the bodily

parts were to possess consciousness, there would be several conscious

entities in Iho same body and these would, like the residents of a village,

be constantly warring with one another. For the conscious entity is

notorious for its self-regarding impulses*

It is untenable lo argue that just, as the betel leaf, areca nut and lime,

which <3o not separately possess redness, yet produce the red colour when

they are chewed together, consciousness may emerge from out of the

factors that constitute the body, even though taken severally these

factors are insentient. What really happens is the particles of the betel
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leaf, the nut and lime first acquire the red colour on account of the heat

engendered in the act of chewing. Thus the red colour in the effect is

accounted for by the causes themselves acquiring it. It cannot, therefore,

be maintained that a property not present in the causal factors severally

may well emerge when they combine together in certain special ways.

Besides, if this materialistic doctrine were true, all religious duties

such as, yaga (sacrifice) and dana (gift), performed for the sake of

rewards to be reaped after bodily death would be labour wholly lost,

and the sastras prescribing such duties would become meaningless.

In refutation of the Advaitic doctrine the author points out that

knowledge cannot be the self, because the judgment
c

I know '

clearly

shows that knowledge is an attribute of
'

I
'

rather than the self itself.

Again, knowledge is well-known to have a beginning and an end ; and

it cannot, therefore, be identified with the eternal self. The real moaning

of pratyak is not
'

being self-luminous
'

as the Advaitins contend, but
'

shining forth for the sake of oneself '. As jndna shines forth for the

sake of the self and not for its own sake, it must, with pots and other

objects, be treated as parak. The self alone can be said to shine for

its own sake. Therefore, it alone is pratyak. Again, if the sastras

which prescribe several duties for the realisation of different benefits

are not to be robbed of their meaning, the soul must be admitted to be

an agent and an enjoyer. Kartrtva (being an agent) and bhoktrtva

(being an enjoyer) cannot be explained away as being due to limiting

conditions.

7. Sdmanddhikaranya~v<ida,

For a proper understanding of Vedantic passages, such as *

satyam
jnanam anantam Brahma ', it is essential that the true nature of sama-
nadhikaranya (the grammatical co-ordination of words in a sentence)
must be grasped at the very outset. Consequently, the author takes up
for consideration the definition of samanadhikaranya laid down by the

grammarians, examines the interpretations put on it by the Bhedabnedn-
vadins and Advaitins, and in the end establishes what he considers the
correct interpretation.

Samanadhikaranya is defined by the grammarians as follows,
Words having different pravrtti-nimitta (reasons of application or signi-
fications) ,

but referring to an identical object (i.e. words having connotn-
tional difference and denotational identity) may be said to stand in
the relation of samanadhikaranya. The Bhedabhedavadins believe that
this definition accords best only with their own fundamental philosophical

d the doctrine that a substance is different and yet non-different
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from its visesanas (qualifications) . Take, they say, the judgment
'

This

is a cow '. The words f

this
' and ' cow ' have different reasons of appli-

cation or significations (binna-pravrttinirnitta) ;

c

this
'

stands for a parti-

cular object (vyakti) and c cow '

for the jati, cow-ness '

;
and they refer

to an identical object, since jati and vyakti are not altogether different.

In the judgment
c

This is white
3

,
the words *

this
' and * white ' have

different meanings, the first word referring to an object in front of the

speaker and the second to whiteness ;
and both refer to the identical

object, since guna and guni cannot be said to be altogether different.

A possible objection to this view is that in the judgment examined
the term e cow ', like the word dandi (person wielding a stick) , refers to

a vyakti (a particular animal possessing
' cow-ness ') and not to mere

jati (cow-ness), and that, consequently, this equation cannot teach that

vyakti and jati are non-different. The Bhedabheda-vadin meets this

objection by pointing out that jati is nowhere found separately from the

vyakti in the manner in which the stick is found in isolation from the

person wielding it, and that the word * cow ' does not denote an entity

possessing cow-ness. Further, if vyakti and jati were different, they
must, like the stick and its possessor, be known in isolation from each
other. But as they are not apprehended separately, they must be iden-

tical.

Moreover, since two objects having different shapes cannot occupy
the same place, the whole (avayam) and part (avayava) residing in the

same region must be understood to be non-different. The Bhedabheda-
vadin claims that on the basis of the doctrine of simultaneous difference

and non-difference it is easy to assign an intelligible meaning to the upa-
nisadic passages equating Brahman with man and material nature.

Briefly stated, the advaitic position is this. A statement of co-ordi-

nation is incapable of expressing the fact of one thing possessing several

attributes (visesanas) ; on the other hand, it aims at teaching the bare
existence of an indivisible whole of reality (akhandasvarupa) . It cannot

signify the fjtialifications alone
;
for in that case the qualifications being

numerous, the belief that the statement refers to a single object must be
abandoned. Nor can it refer to an object possessing visesanas. Since it

is the very nature of a viSesana to mark off or distinguish one object

from another, the several quallfications must differentiate the objects

qualified by them. And, as a consequence, the view that the statement

expresses one object must be given up. Hence it follows that a state-

ment of co-ordination refers to a partless whole of reality.

If the statement refers to akhandasvarupa, what becomes of that

part of the definition of samanadhikaranya which insists that the differ-

entiated words must have their separate significations ? The Advaitiu
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brushes aside this difficulty by^aying that this part of the definition is

merely intended to exclude tautalogous statements like
* The jar is a

pot'. It is unnecessary, he contends,* that the words should convey
different meanings within the given statement. It is enough if they are

already understood elswhere to have different connotations. Therefore,
vedic texts such as

'

satyam jnanam anantam Brahma,' must be taken to

teach the existence of an indivisible, featureless (nirguna) Brahman,
rather than a Brahman possessing qualities.

The main counts in the indictment against the Bhedabheda-vadin
are (i) Since bheda and abheda, which respectively take on a positive
and a negative expression

'

This is x ' and f

This is not x ', are contradic-

tory features, they cannot be attributed to the selfsame object, (ii) It is

unreasonable to contend that for the reason that jati and vyakti are not
observed separately from each other, the term cow does not denote an
animal possessing cow-ness. For in order that anything may be treated as
a visesana it is not essential that it should be observed separately or that
it should have a shape of its own different from that of the object which
it qualifies. When the visesana is known to have an independent exist-
ence and is found to qualify an object only occasionally, the suffix matup
is added to the word denoting this visesana. But when the visesana has
no independent existence of its own and is always found along with the
thing which it qualifies, there is no need of that suffix. Therefore, in the
statement

'

This is a cow '

the term ' cow '

may quite well signify an ani-
mal possessing the visesana,

'

cow-ness '. (iii) The belief that the invari-
able presentation of jati and vyakti together points to their non-difference
(abheda) is erroneous

; for the very fact of their universal concomitance
would only establish their separateness. (iv) For the simple reason that
there is no warrant for positing a whole (avayavi) over and above the
parts (avayava), the argument that since the whole and part occupy the
same area they must be at once different and non-different is unsustaina-

i!

e *

j *
6 considerations suffice to show that the attempt to interpretthe definition of samanadhikaranya from the standpoint of Bhedabheda is

thoroughly unconvincing.

The Advaitic interpretation of samanadhikaranya laksana also
labours under great difficulties. For one thing, on the view that the
different words co-ordinated do not refer to the relation of several attri-
butes to the unitary reality, but signify only the thing itself, any oneword out of the group would suffice, and there would be no sense in em-
ploying several words Again, of the two requirements mentioned in the
samanadmkaranya laksana-(l) that the words should have different

St:T^ (2> Shmf^ t0 * identical **-* is n
why the advartm accepts the second and slurs over the first
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Nor is it reasonable to content th#t if the several co-ordinated words
refer to different visesanas, they would mark off the visesyas (things

qualified by them) from one another. For only contradictory qualities

(e.g. having crumpled horns and having straight horns) which cannot

reside together in the selfsame object differentiate their visesyas. But
where the different qualities are not opposed to one another, but may
well exist together in the same object, there is no danger of their

pointing to different objects. Take for example the proposition
4

Deva-
datta is dark-complexioned, young, red-eyed, not stupid, not poor, of

irreproachable character '. There is nothing contradictory in the seve-

ral attributes being present in a single individual. Thus co-ordination

expresses the fact of one thing being characterised by several attributes.

The upanisaclic text
{

satyam jnanam anantam Brahma ' must be inter-

preted to teach that the unitary reality, Brahman, is characterised by
several attributes, and not to assert that Brahman is nirguna (without

qualities) .

After a critical consideration of the views of the Bhedabheda-vadin

and Advaitin, the author sets forth what he considers to be the proper

interpretation of samanadhikaranya laksana. Different words may stand

in the relation of co-ordination, if there are different reasons for their

application and if they refer to one and the same object. The first part

of this definition aims at showing that there can be no co-ordination

between synonyms like
'

pot
J and

'

jar '; because the reason for applying

the term
t

pot
'

to an object is not different from that prompting the use

of the word '

jar '. The second part serves to point out that there can

be no co-ordination between words referring to wholly different objects,

e.g., pot and cloth. It rules out such meaningless co-ordinations1 as
* The

pot is cloth '.

8. Sat-karya-vada

The problem of causality which has evoked very keen controversy

is next tackled. The Nyaya-Vaisesika view of causality known as asat-

kdrya-vada (the view that the effect has no existence before it is brought

into existence, but originates afresh) is subjected to a penetrating criti-

cism and .sat-fcari/a-imdtt (the doctrine that the effect pre-exists in its

cause in a latent form) established.

Asat-karya-vada teaches that the cause and effect are wholly dis-

parate. Of the several arguments advanced in support of this thesis one

is that the cause and the effect give rise to altogether distinct cognitions

(buddhi). If the cause and the effect were different names for what is

substantially the same, the cognition of any one of them must mean the

cognition of the other. But, as a matter of fact, their cognitions are quite
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different. The cause and the effect are referred to by different words

(sabda) . Their number varies ; e.g., the threads are many, but the cloth

is one. They serve different purposes ; e.g., threads are serviceable for

producing cloth, while the cloth is useful for wearing. They have dif-

ferent forms (dkara) and exist at different instants of time (kdla) ;
the

cause (e.g. threads) is an earlier occurrence
;
but the effect (e.g. cloth)

is a subsequent event. They arise from different causes ; e.g. threads

have cotton for their cause, while the cloth has threads as its cause.

A second argument is that if the effect pre-exists in the cause, there

will be no need to admit several factors conducive to the production of

the effect. If, for example, the cloth exists in the threads, the weaver
would have no function.

A third reason is that if effects do not come into being but always
prefigure in their causes, there will be no basis for the familiar distinction

between things eternal and things non-eternal. The Naiyayika thinks
that there is no force in the objection that differences of bucldhi, sabda,
and so on existing between the cause and the effect do not
indicate that they are altogether distinct, but only show
that such differences arise only from the different states (avasthds)
assumed by what is substantially the same entity. For the opponent
must say either that a given avastha is present in both the cause and the
effect, or that it is present in the one or the other, there being no fixity
in regard to this matter, or that it is present as a definite rule in one of
them. On the first alternative, the identical state will exist in both,
and cannot, therefore, account for differences in jnana, sabda, etc. On
the next alternative, karanavastha may as well be found in the effect
and the karyavastha in the cause, and there will, thus, be no basis for
the differences in question. On the last alternative, karanavastha will
always be met with only in the cause and the karyavastha in the effect ;

and hence there would be no warrant for asserting the substantial iden-
tity of cause and effect. To say that they are one would amount," it is
alleged, to attributing contradictory qualities (kdrandvasthd and karyfr
vastha) to the self-same object.

In reply to the Nyaya arguments it is first urged that the Naiyayikaassumes it as a self-evident fact that we have two wholly different cog-
nitions about cause and effect, and that, on the strength of this gratuitous
assumption, he argues that they are different. This argument falls to the
ground when it is shown that we do not get two wholly distinct cogni-tons about them but usually experience them as being non-differentWe often remark 'what was once a lump of clay has now become this

'

el" ^ f threads has now *co^ ts
cloth. This co-ordination of cause and effect and the fact that no one
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Is ever found to say "This is a new substance where, however, the

upadana-karana (material cause) persists
"

clearly point out that there
is no warrant for saying that the "effect (e.g. cloth) does not pre-exist
in the cause (threads) ,

and that it is really a new substance wherein,
however, threads continue to exist.

Again, there is little difficulty in accounting for differences of

jfiana, sabda and the like on the basis of differences of state (avastha) .

The cause has, as a definite rule, a state of its own, and the effect its

own particular avastha. To say so would amount, it was urged, to

ascribing contradictory qualities to the selfsame thing, and would only
strengthen the case for the distinctness of the cause from the effect.

But this difficulty is wholly imaginary. For, unlike the mutually
opposed attributes of white and not white which cannot reside in an
identical object but point to two different substrates, karanavastha
and karyavastha may well belong to the identical object but at differ-

ent times. Hence, there is no need to assert that cause and effect are

wholly different.

Further, the conjunction (samydga) of threads is admitted by the

Nyaya-Visesika to be the asamavayi-karana of cloth. The Visistadvaitin

contends that, since this conjunction itself suffices to explain the differ-

ences of jfiana, sabda and the like, it is unnecessary to posit for this pur-
pose an effect (cloth) wholly different from its cause (threads). It is

only in virtue of this conjuction that the threads so conjoined get the

name, and occasion the knowledge of,
'

cloth '.

Besides, sat-karya-vada has the support of the scriptures. The
upani?adic text declares that by knowing one thing everything becomes
known

; and, in illustration of this, takes the case of clay and says
that by understanding it all objects made out of clay, such as pot and

cups, are understood. Clearly, the idea conveyed here is that when the

material cause is known, its manifold effects arc thereby known. And
this would be impossible if the cause and the effect were totally different.

9. Samsthana-samanya-$amarthana-vada

The question of the precise nature of samanya (universal) has long
been the battle-ground of philosophers. The Visit&dvaitins have

identified samanya with sarnsthana (structure) . But the Naiya-

yika ha.s elevated jati to the rank of a distinct principle. On
his view, jati Is the generic property perceptible equally in all the

particulars (vt/aktis) of a class. It is eternal, unitary, ubiquitous

(anckanugatam) and directly apprehended. It is not a mere product of

the imagination as the Buddhists contend, but a factor of reality existing

out there in the objective world. When we describe an animal as a cow
N.-4
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we are said to affirm the presence "therein of a generic feature called

gotva (cow-ness), a feature present in all cows, whatever be their colour,

stature and the like, and absent in all animals other than the cow

(gavetara) .

A person perceiving an animal for the first time, e.g. an elephant,

tells his friend,
" Look here ! this is a strange animal." Though the latter

has not seen this particular elephant before, he replies, on the strength

of his knowledge of other elephants,
"
Why, there is nothing strange

in this
;
it is an elephant and I have seen this before." This reply is intel-

ligible, we are told, only on the view that he is acquainted with elephant-

ness as a jati distinct from the vyaktis wherein it is present.

On meeting several instances of a class, e.g. cows, a person remarks
*

This is a cow
',

'

That is a cow
',

'

That other is a cow ' and so forth.

The rise of such a cognition can be explained, it is said, only on the

hypothesis that he recognises
'

cow-ness
'

(gotva) as being present in

each of these instances. Tf, however, he does not notice
i

cow-ness
'

in

the different particulars and has merely learnt that a given vydkti

(object) is a cow, he will not be in a position to say 'That also is a

cow', 'That other also is a cow', and so on. A possible objection is

that in order to account for this cognition it is unnecessary to posit the

category of jati and that the upadhi (same adventitious feature which
does not amount to a jati) would quite suffice. E.g., to say X, Y, Z and
so on are cooks it is needless to posit a jati called pacakatva. These

persons could be treated as forming a class merely with the aid of the

upadhi, namely, 'engaged in cooking'. This objection is lacking
in force, because, so long as the concept of jati existing in dravya (sub-

stance), guna (quality), and karma (action) is not admitted, the

upadhi (adventitious circumstance) alone would be incapable of bring-
ing together several particulars under a common head. Taking the

very example adduced by the objector, it could be shown that the act of

cooking could not bring together all persons engaged in this act into a
single class, until the jati of pakatva is admitted to exist in the several
acts of cooking. Therefore it must be concluded that terms, such as cow
and horse, are employed for the reason (pravrtti-nimitta) that in
the objects in question

'

cow-ness,'
'

horse-ness
'

and the like arc present.
It cannot be contended that the reasons for employing these words is the
presence of certain appropriate forms (samsthana) in the objects. For
this view would imply that the samsthana is either one or many. If the
former, samsthana would merely be jati under a different name, and the
dispute would centre round the name alone. If the latter, there would
be a plurality of reasons for employing the same word (pravrtti-nimitta-
bheda). Thus either alternative leads to an unwelcome result To
obviate this difficulty if it is said that any one of the several sams-
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thanas constitutes the pravrtti-nimitta,, ihen, the position is liable to be
charged with vyabhicdra dosa. For, taking each one of the samsthanas
it could be shown that in its absence the name could still be employed.

The Naiyayika further urges that the very possibility of inference
would be jeopardised if jati is not accepted. For the vyapti (universal
relation) which is the very basis of inference is not the statement of
relation between one particular and another, but an expression of uni-
versal connection between two sets of particulars, each set having same
common property (jati) .

An examination of the way in which children learn the significanca
of words from the commands of elderly persons is said to reveal the fact
that children come by concepts (jati) by the abstraction of particular
features and the fixing up of common qualities.

The siddhantin is of opinion that jati or samanya is closely similar
samsthana. Samanya literally means c

the nature shared in common
by similar objects

'

(samananam bhavassamanyam) ; it denotes the nature
of objects coming under a common group. Since it is possible
to account for the cognition

'

This is a cow ' '

That is a cow ' *

That other
is also a cow

', with the aid of the closely similar feature present in seve-
ral vyaktis, a jati distinct from samsthana need not be posited. Even
those who hold jati to be something distinct, admit that there is such a
thing as form.

When samstfidna is said to constitute the pravrtti-nimitta of a word
what is really meant is this. At the time the second, third or subse-

quent instance of a class is perceived, there is, in addition to the aware-
ness of the samsthana of that vyakti, the recollection of closely similar
instances perceived before and their samsthanas. The samsthana

perceived together with those recalled constitutes the pravrtti-
nimitta. Any one of these taken in isolation cannot serve as a pravrtti-
nimitta. Hence, the charge that there would be a plurality of pravrtti-
nirruttas for each word falls to the ground. Since objects belonging to

different classes (e.g. go and gavaya, or cat and tiger) may exhi-

bit structural similarity, it will not do to say that having a similar

samsthana is the pravritti-nimitta of a word. Hence the insistence

on *

very close similarity in structure '. Otherwise, there is the danger
of mixing up objects resembling one another only remotely. That the

samsthana of different classes of objects admits of several degrees of

similarity has to be accepted by those who believe jati to be a distinct

category ; otherwise they cannot vSatisfactorily explain why, for exam-

ple, gotva is not present in the gavaya.

By samsthana is meant the peculiar or distinctive structure or

pattern of anything. In the case of objects endowed with form, the con-
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junction of the several component parts constitutes the samsthana. E.g.

the collection of the dewlap is the samsthana of the cow. But in the

case of formless entities, their peculiar properties (asddhdrana-dharma) ,

which mark them off from other things, constitute the samsthana. E.g.,

jnuna and other qualities of the soul form its samsthana.

The doctrine identifying sdmdnya with samsthana has not only the

merit of economy of thought (Ughava) ,
but has also the support of the

scriptures. The famous Chandogya text,
' eka vijnanena sarva vijna-

nam', teaching sat-karya-vada shows unambiguously that effects, e.g.,

pots, cups, plates and so forth, are in substance one with their cause,

namely clay. The underlying substance being unitary, the plurality of

bases required for positing jati does not exist. Hence it is concluded that

samanya and samsthana are identical.

10. akti-Vdda.

The tenth chapter takes up the question whether sakti (potentiality)

should be recognised or not, and answers it in the affirmative, after refut-

ing the Nyaya-Vaisesika arguments in favour of the opposite view. In

this regard the Visistadvaitin is at one with the Bhattas and the Prabha-

karas. The Nyaya denial of sakti as a separate entity is mainly based

on the following considerations.

1. The absence of the effect when apparently all the causal factors

are present is explicable, it is sometimes said, only on the hypothesis
that the sakti present in the cause is rendered inoperative by counter-

agents (pratibandhaka) . Rather than positing a sakti and saying that

it is counter-acted by impediments it would be more reasonable, says
the Nyaya-Visesika, to trace the absence of the effect to the absence of

one of the elements constituting the full complement of causal factors

(karana-samagri) . The absence of counteracting circumstances (prati-

landhakabhdva) is an essential factor included in the totality of causal

conditions. Hence, in its absence (i.e. when counter-acting forces pre-

vail), the effect cannot occur. The mere presence of fire, for example,
does not suffice to account for burning. There is need of the negative
factor, namely, the absence of counter agents. That is why in the pre-
sence of mani (a gem which is fire-proof) fire fails to burn objects.

2. The believer in sakti as a distinct category cannot give a con-
sistent account of its origin. For, when counter-acting circumstances
destroy sakti, it is possible to revive it with the aid of the uttambaka
'(factors that could override the counter-agents). In such a situation, he
must treat the uttamlaka as the cause of sakti. But when both the
pratilandhaka and the uttambaka are absent, he must maintain that the

yery thing which causes an object also generate its sakti
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Since the effect may quite well occur even in the presence of the
pratibandhaka, provided it is associated with the uttambaka, the negative
condition may be expressed in more comprehensive terms as follows :

"The absence of the pratibandhaka which is not associated with the
uttambaka

(nttambhakabhava-visista-pratibandhakabhava) ."

This view of sakti is subjected to severe scrutiny, and it is first

pointed out that the negative factor, 'absence of the pratibandhaka'
cannot be included among the causal conditions

; for it will be shown
presently that significant negation is never purely negative, but always
carries a positive import. Again, if the absence of the pratibandhaka
is an essential causal factor, it must, with consistency, be maintained that
ihe absence of the person who could apply the pratibandhaka is also a
causal condition ; for, equally with the pratibandhaka, the person bring-
ing it into operation prevents the occurrence of the effect. Not only
that ; but the uttambaka also must be included in the cause

; for it over-
rules the pratibandhaka and facilitates the occurrence of the effect. If

it is said that it cannot be a causal factor, because it is not invariable

(i.e., in its absence too the effect occurs, on the strength of the absence
of the pratibandhaka), the answer is that the effect produced by the
uttambaka and that produced by the absence of the pratibandhaka are
distinct from each other ; even as the fire generated by rubbing arani
sticks must be distinguished from that produced by mani (the lens) ,

or
straw. Thus, there are difficulties in including a negative circumstance

among the causal factors.

Secondly, if a negative circumstance must be treated as a cause, when
there are alternate causes for the same effect (when arani sticks or
mani (lens) or trna (straw) can produce fire), instead of admitting
differences in the effects produced by them, you might as well account
for the fire arising from any of these causes by the single negative formula,
namely, 'the absence of the non-existence of mani qualified by the

absence of arani and trna *.

If the causal factor is expressed in this negative fashion when a posi-
tive formulation is possible, univcrsallv accepted inferences, such as

the inference of smoke from fire, would b~e upset and it would be impos-
sible to infer causes from a consideration of effects. The point of the
criticism could be brought out with the aid of the following illustration.

While common-sense thinks that fire is the cause of smoke, it is 'the

absence of the non-existence of fire qualified in a specific way *. If the

Naiyayika is right, smoke must be inferre'd even when fire is absent ; for

when there is vanyabhaua* this causal condition is fulfilled (i.e. there is

the absence of the non-existence of fire thus qualified). And if smoke
could arise even in the absence of fire, the every day inference of fire

from smoke would fall to the ground. Hence it has to be concluded
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that only positive entities endowed with potency can be treated as

causes. The tendency to make an object of this sakti must be resisted.

Each object has a two-fold aspect a perceptible and an imperceptible

(latent) aspect. Sakti is to be identified with the latter aspect.

11. Bhavantardbhava-vada

In this chapter the Nyaya conception of abhava (non-existence,

negation) is criticised and the view that abhava is not distinct from, and

is merely a variety of, bhava (existence, affirmation) is upheld. The

purvapaksin says non-existence is relative in its conception. Negation

is of something or other, and never absolute nothing (sunya) ,
which is

merely a meaningless concept. One may speak of the non-existence of a

jar or cloth, but never of mere non-existence. Again, non-existence is

expressible by negative judgments involving the use of the negative

particle na. But the idea of existence is conveyed by affirmative judg-

ments, and it does not presuppose a pratiyogin (counter-correlative).

How, it is asked, can non-existence with its dependence upon the prati-

yogin be treated as being on a par with bhava which does not presup-

pose the pratiyogin ?

If the objector says that the expresion ndsti (does not exist) does
not purport to convey the idea of non-existence, but really aims at de-

noting the presence of an upadhi (something positive) ,
he must explain

what precisely that upadhi is. Is it the bare region (desa) ,
or its aware-

ness, or bare time, or space in association with time ? On the first alter-

native, as the region (e.g. bhutala) exists even in the presence of the

pratiyogin (e.g. the jar), one must speak of the object as non-existent.
Should it be said that mention of non-existence arises only when the

pratiyogin is absent, it may be replied that, so long as the concept of
abhava is not admitted, there is no basis for speaking of pratiyogin at

all. In fact, it is only from negative statements, such as
' There is no

jar on the ground ',

'

This is not a cloth
'

that we come to speak of the jar
or the cloth as the pratiyogin. It is no argument to say that an object
comes to be regarded as a pratiyogin, not because of its non-existence,
but because it is not adjacent ;

for
*

not adjacent
'

(asannihita) itself

involves a negative element. Thus the concept of non-existence is in-

escapable. The objector might still argue that an object could be treated
as a pratiyoginy not because it is asannihita (not close by) , but because
it is in contact with a different region. This attempt to explain the prati-
yogin on a purely positive basis, without referring to abhava at all, is

futile ; because, if contact with a different regiofr suffices to make any-
thing a pratiyogin, then all-pervasive substances such as akasa would
come to be treated as the pratiyogin. In other words, if the existence of
the jar elsewhere suggests the judgment

' There is no jar on this spot *,
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the contact of dkdsa with a different region should lead to the judgment
c

There is no dkdsa here '. The second alternative which identifies the

upddHi with cognition of space
*

fares no better
; for cognition, being

momentary, cannot be regarded as non-existence, because it is recognised
on all hands that reciprocal non-existence (anyonyabhava) is eternal.

Nor can the expression ndsti denote kdla (time) ;
for time being present

universally in an identical form there would be no point in the negative

judgment referring to the existence of bare duration.

The last alternative which says that ndsti denotes space associated

with time is open to all the objections to which the first and second alter-

natives are liable. As the expression ndsti cannot be said to refer only
to some upddhiy be it desa or kdla or both, and as it is open to percep-

tion, it must be recognised, say the Naiyayikas, that abhava is a distinct

category.

In disproof of this theory the author first urges that it is liable to be

charged with the defect of multiplying entities. As the negative

judgment may well be said to refer to particular spaces, instants of time

and states associated with the cognition of the pratiyogin, it is needless

to posit abhava as a separate category. He who accepts abhava

as a different category thinks that non-existence relates to a parti-

cular place and time. For the sake of economy of thought the sid-

dhdntin considers the very place and time as the significance of the nega-
tive judgment. Again, if the siddhdntin is guilty of treating what is

negative as though it were positive, the opponent is equally guilty of the

same mistake. Does he not say that abhdvdbhdva (the negation of a

negation) is positive ? Even as the Naiyayika "does not treat dhvamsa-

prdgabhdva as another kind of non-existence different from the four

varieties already admitted and tries to show that it amounts only to the

existence of the jar or its posterior non-existence, and just as he does

not treat prdgabhdva-dvamsa (the subsequent non-existence of posterior

non-oxisleuee) as being other than the jar or its subsequent non-

existence, even so the siddhantin says that the posterior non-existence of

the pot amounts to the unending series of previous states, and subsequent

non-existence is merely the unending series of successive states. If it be

said that the Naiyayika draws the line at these four varieties and refuses

to admit further kinds of abhdva only for fear of being landed in an

infinite regress, it could be said that it would be more sensible not to

admit a few varieties and refuse to go further. Hence it is but reason-

able to maintain that prdgabtidva is only another name for the unending

series of previous states, and dhvamsa as the name for the unending

series of sxibsequent states. If this theory is borne in mind, the scrip-

tural passage
"
In the beginning this was non-existent (ctsat)" could be

assigned its primary meaning.
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12. arvra-laksana-vada.

The most prominent among the doctrines that differentiate

Visistadvaita Vedanta from all other schools of Vedantic thought is its

view 'that the entire cosmos comprising souls and matter constitutes the

body (sarzra) of Brahman. For understanding the exact significance of

this description of the cosmos it is necessary to know what precisely <s

meant by the term sarira (body) . In the Sri Bhdsya the body is defin-

ed as follows" that substance which, in respect of the acti-

vities in which it can engage, is capable of being completely

controlled and supported by a conscious entity, and whose nature

consists in being a source of glorification to that conscious entity is the

body of that conscious entity." The question raised in this chapter is :

Is this a single definition, or a collection of three definitions ?

The purvapaksin prefers the latter alternative, because he thinks

that the three points mentioned in the definition dharyatva, niyantrtva

and sesatva are not at once necessary, and that any one of them suffices

for making anything a body. He thinks that it can be resolved into the

following three definitions. (i) That substance which, in respect of

the activities in which it can engage, is capable of being controlled by a

conscious entity, is the body of that conscious entity, (ii) That sub-

stance which is supported by a conscious entity is the body of the latter.

(iii) That substance whose nature consists in being a source of glorifica-

tion to that conscious entity is the body of the latter. A close examina-

tion of these alternative definitions reveals that each word therein has a

definite function to fulfil and none is superfluous. Take the first defini-

tion. But for the word cetanasya (conscious entity) , dharmabhutajnana
(attributive consciousness) would have to be regarded as the body of

the soul. For dharmabhutajnana is controlled by the soul in itself, and
not by the soul endowed with consciousness. The term drawja (sub-

stance) clearly shows that all other categories, such as attribute (guna) ,

and activity (karma), cannot be treated as bodies. From the qualifica-
tion sarvatmana (always) , it follows that the body of another, which a

person may occasionally control, cannot be treated as his own body.
The expression svwrthe, meaning in respect of the activitie.s in which
it can engage, shows that the body cannot be controlled in regard to acti-

vities which lie beyond its powers. The human body, for instance, can-
not be expected to fly.

'

Capable of being controlled
*

(sakyam) suggests
that the control need not always be exercised. In the second definition,
the term sarvatmana (always) precludes the possibility of our treating
anything as the body which we may occasionally support. Similarly, in
the last definition the word sarvatmana serves to exclude the possibility
of our treating servants and others, who occasionally minister unto their
master, as body.
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The view advocated here is that it is a single definition
;
for each

of these three parts of the definition, takan in itself is found to be defec-

tive in some respect or other. Take the first definition which asserts

that any substance can be treated as a body if it is capable of being
controlled by a conscious entity in regard to activities which it can per-
form. This definition is liable to be charged with the defect of being
too broad (alivydpti) . If this definition were acceptable, the axe would
have to be regarded as the body of the person wielding it, since it ful-

fils the requirements of this definition. On rigorous scrutiny, the other

two definitions are likewise found to be severally defective. Hence, it

follows that ddheyatva, vidheyatva and sesatva are all essential elements
in the definition of the body. That this is so would follow from a close

study of the celebrated Antaryami Brahmana where the doctrine that

the universe is the body of God is clearly formulated. Take for example
the Brhaddrayyaka text; "He who stands in the earth (prthvz), who
is within the earth, whom the earth does not know, whose body the

earth is and who controls it from within He is thy Self, the Inner Con-

troller, the Immortal." Here the expression
" He who stands in the

earth and who is within the earth
"
teaches adheyatva . By suggesting

that
c

the earth does not know Him '

(i.e., does not know that it exists

for the sake of the Indweller) , sesatva is indicated.
" Who controlls from

within
*

emphasises vidheyatva.

13. Kaivalya-vicdra.

Is it at all possible for the soul whose intrinsic nature is to be self-

luminous (svaprakdsa) to be entangled in samsara ? What precisely is

the nature of kaivalya ? These are the two questions raised in this

chapter. Those who object to our view may argue that the soul (atman)

is, in its essential nature, blissful (svatassukhi) and self-luminous

(svapraka&a) ; and that there is therefore no possibility of its ever being
involved in the miseries of earthly existence. They might also consider

it impossible that when the blissful nature of the self is clouded, it should

come to be implicated in matter. For, they may ask,
"
Will not the

obscuration of the nature of the self-luminous entity amount to its

destruction (svarityaiuisa) ? How could the Visistadvaitin object to the

advaiiic view and say that if wulya were to cloud dtman, the latter would
be destroyed thereby ; when the same objection would apply with equal
force to his own contention ?

"

The author's reply to this objection is that on the advaitic conception

dtman is a nirvi&Gfa-vastu, pure consciousness, and, hence, with the

obscuration of this consciousness, its very nature is in danger of being

destroyed ; but that, on the visi$tadvaitic theory, the dtman is savisesa

(endowed with qualities) . Among other things its essential nature, viz.,

jn&na, Is the most agreeable kind (anukula). This dnukulya admits

of several degrees, and is always present in some degree, however slight.

Hence the soul does not run the risk of being destroyed. When dnukulya
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is present only in slight degrees, it is self-revealed, but is unable to

arrest samsaric life. Anukulya of the most intense degree is apprehended

from the scriptures. When it is veiled by karma and thereby reduced

in intensity, mundane existence aris'es.

In the state of kaivalya (realisation of the nature of one's own self)

the Antarydmin (the Indweller) shines forth, but not as being the object

of the utmost enjoyment. True, even the aspirant after self-realisation

(kaivalya, dtmdvalokana) has to follow the path of self-surrender

(prapatti) or loving devotion to God (bhakti) in order to remove the

obstacles standing in the way of the successful fruition of karma and

jnana, the direct means to kaivalya. The devotion involved here is,

however, only a means to an end (aupddhika) , Long after kaivalya has

been attained a person may experience bhakti in the true sense of the

term as a result of either direct perception of the spotless nature of the

self (dtman) ,
or the merit accumulated through countless births. Thus

the essentially blissful nature of the Lord is experienced in the fullest

measure only in the state of final release (moksa), and not in the pen-
ultimate state (i.e. kaivalya). Hence the distinction between kaivalya

and moksa. Though the former falls short of the ideal state, it may justi-

fiably be spoken of as release ;
for in kaivalya the soul has experience

of its own blissful nature, has no births and deaths and has obtained

complete freedom from all bondage to karma which is the root cause of

all the pleasures and pains of worldly life.

Since the thought of the Lord's blissful nature does not enter into

the meditation (updsana) of a person who has set up kaivalya as his

goal, when his updsana bears fruit he has an intuitive perception of the

Lord, but does not yet grasp His blissful nature in accordance with what
is known as tatkratunydya. The case is otherwise with the person who
meditates upon the Lord as a blissful entity.

Bhagavad Ramanuja, however, does not countenance the view that

in the state of kaivalya the person is denied Brahmdnanda-anubhaim t and
is confined only to Brahmdnubhava or the direct perception of the Lord.
For the realisation of one's own nature must, certainly, at some stage?
include the realisation that one exists only for the sake of the Lord. This
must inevitably lead up to a fuller experience of the blissful nature of the

Supreme Self. Since the scriptures say that he who follows the artiradi**

mdrga is led up to the final goal, there is no warrant, he says, for assert-

ing that the person aspiring for kaivalya is for ever condemned to an
inferior type of moksa. In short, the distinction between these two forms
of release may be expressed thus : The soul may carry on meditation

(updsana) in one of two ways: It may meditate either on Brahman
having the soul for its body or on the soul having Brahman for its self.

The first type of meditation leads the updsaka straight to mak$a ; the
second leads up to it only after having traversed the stage of kaivalya.
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